
HIDDEN GEMS: WCW’s Very Own
Lucha Libre Show
Call this a little preview. Chris Jericho/Johnny Swinger/Lenny
Lane/Norman  Smiley  vs.  Konnan/Hector  Garza/Rey  Mysterio
Jr./Silver King
Date: January 27, 1999
Location: Heart O’Texas Fair Complex, Waco, Texas
Attendance: 2,423

So this is from a special that was taped called Fesitval de
Lucha Libre, which was a lucha themed show that never aired in
America. The idea was to have a show to counteract WWF Super
Astros show (which did last for a bit) but this was never
picked up so off to the Hidden Gems section it goes. For some
reason Fit Finlay is here with Jericho’s team as well, as we
go full international with the villainy. Jericho wants the
various women at ringside gone because he is the star around
here you see.

Konnan and Jericho (who is getting A LOT of cheers) start
things off but Jericho hands it off to Lane instead. Mysterio
comes in to hammer away after a minute of stalling. Rey sends
Lenny into the corner for a Bronco Buster and a double tag
brings  in  Swinger  and  Garza.  Swinger  takes  over  with  a
clothesline and sends him to the apron but Garza is right back
with a clothesline of his own.

Smiley comes in with an elbow to the face and we get what
sounds like a negative chant about someone. The crowd volume
goes WAY down in a hurry and it’s Jericho suplexing Garza down
for the arrogant two. King breaks up Swinger’s cover and comes
in, only to get beaten up by Smiley. There’s the Swinging Slam
into the Big Wiggle, which should get a lot more praise. Two
referees  have  to  hold  Konnan  back,  allowing  a  quadruple
stomping and a posting to keep King in trouble.
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Finlay gets in a shot as well and it’s a powerslam from Lane
for two back inside. A faceplant out of the corner has King
down again but he scores with a spinwheel kick. There’s a dive
over the top onto Lane and that’s as good as a tag around
here, meaning Rey can come in to pick up the pace. Everything
breaks down and Jericho gets the Liontamer on Garza for the
tap at 8:00.

Rating: C. I’m not sure how many people were expecting a
pretty formula based match here and it didn’t exactly fit the
theme. You have Mysterio and Garza on the tecnico team and you
do a pretty run of the mill American style tag match? I’m not
sure what the thinking was here but it didn’t exactly work out
that well.

Post match a brawl seems to break out but the camera is
looking at the crowd.

Thunder – September 23, 1999:
Why  Do  These  People  Have
Jobs?
Thunder
Date:  September 23, 1999
Location: Norfolk Scope, Norfolk, Virginia
Attendance: 3,782
Commentators: Mike Tenay, Larry Zbyszko

We’re coming off a very welcome week break from this show due to a
hurricane last week. This past Monday’s show was more of the same from
WCW as the company made sure the young and hard working guys were stuck
on the other side of the show from the main event stars, who had to be
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there to draw the audience. Let’s get to it.

After the usual opening from the announcers, we look at Chavo putting
Psychosis in a hair vs. mask match against Kidman on Monday.

Lodi vs. Kidman

After a hug with his brother/I don’t really want to know what else, Lodi
fires off some knees into the ribs. A drop toehold puts Kidman down and
Lodi gets in a quick spank for some alleged comedy. That earns Lodi a
dropkick in the face and a clothesline to the floor, setting up a big
dive onto both blonds. Lenny offers a distraction and Lodi takes over
with a legdrop and a suplex for two. A bulldog gets the same after a
failed Kidman comeback attempt and we hit the chinlock.

That goes nowhere so Kidman is sent outside for a brawl with the champ.
Lodi actually dives onto both of them to take over again (was he ever out
of control? Well maybe back in the Flock days). Back in and Kidman hits
his Bodog and does the usual to escape a powerbomb. Lodi is no Lenny it
seems. Lenny offers yet another distraction to break up the Shooting
Star, drawing out Eddie Guerrero to take care of him. This brings out
Chavo to talk trash and then leave. Ok then. Lenny gets on the apron but
Kidman whips Lodi into him, setting up the BK Bomb for the pin.

Rating: D+. Not much to this one but that’s almost always the case with
the Lodi matches. That being said, it’s very refreshing to actually get
to the end of a match instead of just seeing Sid come down to do the same
thing every single week and often times in the same show. Lenny is
getting up a pretty big set of challengers to go after the belt and I’m
getting into his title reign.

Harlem Heat is shown walking in the back but they turn a corner and
brawling noises are heard. Sid and Steiner walk around the same corner
from the other way.

We see Sid and Goldberg yelling at each other from Nitro.

Tenay (not Gene for some reason) calls out Harlem Heat but only gets
Booker. Apparently Stevie is on his way to the hospital as Sid and



Steiner gave Stevie a bump on the head. That’s quite the speedy
ambulance. Anyway, Booker wants Sid tonight to prove that this winning
streak is a fraud.

Brandi Alexander vs. Mona

A lot of posing delays the start of the match as Tenay tells us to go on
the World Wide Web for more information on the WCW Mayhem video game.
Mona gets taken down in a test of strenght about a minute after the bell.
They roll into a quick pinfall reversal sequence until Mona gets caught
in a wristlock.

A dropkick puts Brandi on the floor but she pulls the blonde outside for
a clothesline. Back in and Brandi stomps away before posing some more.
She gets two off a gutwrench suplex but Mona backflips into a
headscissors followed by some forearms to the jaw. Not that it matters as
Brandi counters a monkey flip and puts her feet on the ropes for the pin.
Uh….upset?

Rating: C-. The match was acceptable but these stand alone matches can
only get them so far. At the end of the day, what am I supposed to think
of this match? Mona beat her two months ago and now Brandi evens things
up. There’s no title to fight over and no one else for them to face, so
there’s nothing here but a decent match and a pretty Mona. Did Mona ever
even face Madusa?

The split second the pin goes down, they go to an ad for Hogan and Sting
videos. That was one of the fastest cuts I’ve ever seen.

Mayhem ad.

We see Karagias pinning Blitzkrieg to earn his title shot tonight.

Chavo Guerrero Jr. vs. Saturn

Headlock from Saturn to start followed by a hammerlock as they hit the
mat for a wrestling sequence. Back up and a big clothesline drops
Guerrero and it’s off to an armbar. Chavo tries to get underneath Saturn,
earning him a good stomping. Sometimes that’s all you need to do. Back up
again and a German suplex sends Chavo flying and he rolls out to the



floor for a breather. Chavo gets back in but quickly flips over to the
apron. He can’t ram Saturn into the buckle though and gets suplexed from
the apron back inside. Other than a few quickly broken holds, it’s all
Saturn so far.

Chavo finally jumps over a charge in the corner and dropkicks the knee
before a clothesline puts Saturn on the floor. A nice plancha gets two
back inside and we hit the chinlock. Saturn doesn’t like to rest though
and gets up for a big t-bone suplex, followed by a forearm and another
suplex. He loads up a superplex (logical next step) but Eddie runs out to
swing at him. Unfortunately he misses Saturn and knocks Chavo to the mat.
Somehow the referee doesn’t see Eddie coming in and dropkicking Saturn,
allowing Chavo to collapse head first onto Saturn’s crotch for the pin.

Rating: C. Can Saturn please get a big win, or even a win in general?
This wasn’t much to see but Saturn’s suplexes looked good. They’re
setting up something interesting with the Animals vs. the Revolution,
even though they both should be moving up the ladder a bit. The same idea
worked with the Nation vs. DX in 1998 and stealing an idea only a year
old isn’t bad for WCW. Would Eddie and Benoit be HHH and Rock in that
analogy?

Here are Sid, Steiner and Charles Robinson with something to say. Sid
talks about a restraining order against Goldberg and the US Title match
at Halloween Havoc is off if there’s contact. Booker and Goldberg are
stupid for meeting kids and doing all that other hero stuff before saying
tonight, it’s 100-0. Robinson even has the next sign ready. So Robinson
is some freaky Ric Flair and Lodi crossbreed?

Coach Buzz Stern is going to bring Luther Biggs to Thunder. Just get it
over with so this can mean nothing.

We recap Sting vs. Benoit and the fallout with Sting attacking Hogan’s
knee later in the night. They’re really pushing that six man tag so
points for trying to build to a big match.

This Week In WCW Motorsports.

Prince Iaukea vs. Van Hammer



You know, I was just starting to think this show wasn’t half bad. That’s
what I get for even thinking for a second that this show isn’t a horrible
abomination. I need to stay more vigilant. The Prince jumps him from
behind and actually gets two off a rollup. Hammer slams him down but gets
small packaged for another near fall, followed by a headbutt. At least
Iaukea is being more aggressive. He’s still horrible to watch but he’s
aggressive. Hammer tries an Irish whip but gets poked in the eye for his
efforts.

Yet another rollup gets two as dear goodness there’s an actual story to
this thing. Hammer gets tired of this match and kicks Prince in the face
before hanging him in a Tree of Woe and choking him from the floor. When
you’re ripping off Rick Steiner moves, it’s time to hang it up buddy. A
few slams set up a few chinlocks on Iaukea but he finally fights up and
kicks Hammer low. I know I said just make it legal already and it seems
like they actually have. Prince hits a Samoan drop but walks into a
spinebuster, setting up the cobra clutch slam for the pin.

Rating: D. Well it was a bit better than a squash but that doesn’t mean
it’s an interesting or even good match. I did like the idea of Iaukea
just going for fast wins because he can’t go toe to toe with someone
Hammer’s size, but at the end of the day it’s still Hammer and Iaukea
getting five minutes on live television. There’s no way this can be
considered a good thing.

Hammer says he wants a US Title shot on Nitro. I can’t decide if Sid vs.
Hammer on live TV is worse than Hammer vs. Prince on live TV and for some
reason I’m going to get to find out. I hate my life.

Revolution video.

Eddie Guerrero vs. Rick Steiner

Rick runs his mouth about Booker to start and still wants people to bite
him. Eddie can’t take Steiner down either from behind or by the leg and I
have a bad feeling about where this is going. He gets behind Steiner
again but this time Rick switches over and throws Eddie down with a
German suplex.



Steiner hammers away in the corner and starts ripping at Eddie’s face. A
chinlock goes nowhere so Eddie is dumped to the floor. He manages to
reverse a whip for the closest thing to offense he’s had so far.
Naturally that’s all Rick is going to give him and it’s time for choking
with a cord. Back in and Steiner slaps him before shrugging off right
hands to the face. A spinebuster plants Eddie for two but he gets back up
with a hurricanrana. Cue Sid to chokeslam Eddie off the top for the DQ.

Rating: D+. Is there an emergency button for Steiner to push when he’s
actually having to sell? Have we ever even been given a reason why Sid
and Steiner got together? Given that we’re still waiting on a reason for
Nash to join up with Hogan and surrender the title when he had gotten
away with everything (my goodness that sounds like forever ago), I
wouldn’t hold my breath. This match showed that not even Eddie Guerrero
can save Rick Steiner, which is all you need to know.

Kidman makes the save and gets powerbombed. If Lenny hadn’t done it
recently, that would drive me a lot crazier.

CALL THE HOTLINE! SEE HOW ELSE WE’RE GOING TO SCREW THIS UP!

Cruiserweight Title: Evan Karagias vs. Lenny Lane

Karagias is challenging after beating Blitzkrieg on Nitro. Lodi’s sign:
“Lenny is hard to beat.” Lenny takes Evan down to start and cranks on a
hammerlock (popular move tonight) but has to run away from some right
hands as we take a very early break. Back with the champ holding a
chinlock until Evan fights up and gets sent to the apron. A springboard
cross body gets two on the champ but he sends Evan into the buckle to put
him down again. Lenny’s rather suggestive cover gets two before he drops
Evan with a gorilla press.

That’s about it for the offense though as a double clothesline puts both
guys down. Evan makes his comeback but gets caught up top. The champ’s
superplex attempt is quickly countered with a sitout superbomb for no
cover. That might be a good thing as it would make Evan look pretty lame
to not be able to pin Lenny after a spot that big. He heads up top again
but Lodi finally does something by tripping him to the mat to give Lenny
a two count. Back up and Evan dropkicks the brothers together for two.



Lodi gets back up so Lenny catapults Evan into him, setting up the Skull
Crushing Finale to retain.

Rating: C. You know, Lenny isn’t that bad in the ring. Yeah he’s a Chris
Jericho look-a-like and has a gimmick that had to be toned WAY down, but
his matches are far from horrible. The division is starting to round back
into some form (albeit not quite its previous glory but that’s not fair
to ask) and beating Lane might be a big deal when it happens.

We see Hammer’s challenge for the US Champion from earlier tonight.

US Title: Sid Vicious vs. Booker T.

Booker is challenging but comes out alone while Sid has Steiner in his
corner. Nick Patrick comes out and won’t let Charles Robinson referee the
match. If Robinson is this corrupt, how does he still have a job? Granted
I could say that about so many people in WCW that this really shouldn’t
surprise me. Robinson stays at ringside as Booker hammers on Sid but
charges into an elbow in the corner, knocking him out to the floor.
Booker kicks him into the crowd and is getting in more offense than
anyone has on Sid in weeks. By that I mean a few shots of course because
Sid is a STAR.

They fight into the crowd and it’s the walking around the arena style.
Back to ringside with Sid in control and dropping Booker across the
barricade. The fans chant for Goldberg but he’s too important to appear
on this show. Steiner gets in some cheap shots but Booker comes back with
some kicks to the champ. Sid of course no sells but is nice enough to
stay down for two off a missile dropkick, only to have Steiner pull
Patrick to the floor. Robinson comes in, along with Steiner, as Sid
chokeslams Booker, setting up a double powerbomb to retain the title.

Rating: D. Grumble grumble, star power, grumble grumble, Sid and Steiner
are old. This was actually a bit better than most Sid matches as Booker
was able to carry things far better than most of his opponents. However,
Booker was never a real threat and the three villains made sure of it.
Sid popping up after the ax kick really doesn’t surprise me but it still
gets annoying in a hurry.



Sid yells for Goldberg to end the show.

Overall Rating: D+. This show was a bit better than usual, but it’s still
nothing I’d want to see. The stories have thankfully calmed down after
all those months of horrid, but that still doesn’t help the mostly below
average wrestling. We’re just waiting on the guys to start tearing the
house down but there’s always something holding them back. Once they
finally just start letting these stories go somewhere, WCW could
potentially get hot again. That’s one of the things that makes their
downfall so frustrating: there are ways around some of the problems (not
all of them of course) but they just kept wasting the potential.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book on
the History of Saturday Night’s Main Event at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00SATPVKW

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Thunder – September 2, 1999:
Sid Can’t Count
Thunder
Date:  September 2, 1999
Location: Wendler Arena, Saginaw, Michigan
Attendance: 4,653
Commentators: Larry Zbyszko, Mike Tenay

We’re getting closer to Fall Brawl and the card is starting to take some
shape. The big story coming out of Monday is Luger accusing Hogan of
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driving the Hummer back in the summer, even though I don’t think anyone
was still wondering about that. Sting believes Luger, meaning he isn’t
sure if he can trust Hogan, who was totally his best friend who has never
done anything bad to him ever. Let’s get to it.

We recap Hogan/Sting/Luger from Nitro and Hogan standing next to the
white Hummer. Wasn’t it black at one point?

Opening sequence.

In case you want to check the color, we see the original Hummer attack on
Nash. It’s white there.

Clip from the end of Nitro where Sting found Savage and Gorgeous George
in Hogan’s locker room.

Here’s Diamond Dallas Page to promise he’s going to take care of Goldberg
at Fall Brawl. He was going to do it tonight but then he realized he’s in
Saginaw and the fans here don’t deserve it. Instead, he has a replacement
for tonight.

Diamond Dallas Page vs. Al Greene

Page makes more Mama jokes and gets jumped from behind to start. That’s
fine with Page who hits a quick belly to back suplex and neckbreaker to
take over. We get a nice variety of choking, stomping and choking as you
can feel the televisions changing over to Smackdown in droves. Greene’s
lone offense is a jawbreaker, followed by Page ducking a clothesline and
Diamond Cutting Al for the pin.

Revolution vs. First Family in a No DQ match for Fall Braw.

Shane Douglas vs. Dave Taylor

The Englishman sends him into the corner to start but charges into a
boot, setting up a gordbuster from Shane. After a quick break on the
floor, Taylor comes back with some European uppercuts before going after
the legs with a very British style offense. Back up and Taylor goes for a
middle rope forearm but Shane rolls away, sending Taylor into Regal by
mistake. The Pittsburgh Plunge gives Shane the easy pin in a quick match.



Chris Adams comes out with the Union Jack but Benoit makes the save. The
First Family and Revolution come in for a big brawl with the Revolution
getting the better of it and earning the right to talk some trash.

Berlyn is here. As in WCW, not this show.

Kaz Hayashi vs. El Dandy

In something you don’t often see to start, Kaz charges into a boot in the
corner. Dandy doesn’t follow up for some reason and gets armdragged down
a few times, followed by a dropkick to send him outside. Kaz speeds
things up with a big corkscrew dive but can’t follow up. Back inside and
Hayashi charges into another boot to the face (it’s a really bad sign
when they’re repeating spots ninety seconds into the match), allowing
Dandy to backflip over Kaz without making any contact.

That may not be the smartest move in the world but who am I to doubt El
Dandy? Yes that joke has been done to death but what else is there to
talk about with Dandy? A couple of slams put Kaz down but Dandy misses a
middle rope splash. Back up and Dandy misses a charge but Kaz charges
into the third boot to the face of the match. And this guy is supposed to
be the next challenger for the Cruiserweight Title? Dandy hits a quick
hurricanrana but his superplex is broken up, allowing Kaz to hit a senton
backsplash for the pin.

Rating: D. This match ran just over three minutes and they managed to do
the same spot three times. I know neither guy is on the high end of the
Cruiserweight division, but they really can’t come up with anything
better than this? Dandy really wasn’t the best guy in the world to face
Hayashi and he kind of jammed up Kaz’s push.

Sid comes in post match for a chokeslam, powerbomb and win #76. Wasn’t he
in the eighties just a few weeks ago? With the lights coming down, Sid
says Benoit is the only member of the Revolution that stands out and he’d
love to beat him for the US Title.

Berlyn is still around. Still not here, but around.

Cruiserweight Title: Lenny Lane vs. Kidman



Hayashi, also known as victim #76, is getting the winner at Fall Brawl.
Feeling out process to start with Kidman sending him into the ropes, only
to eat a shoulder block. After some championship quality skipping,
another shoulder (please not three times in one match again) puts Kidman
down. Lane trips over him while running the ropes though and Kidman comes
back with right hands.

A headscissors sends the champ down and a dropkick puts him on the floor,
allowing Kidman to hit a big dive onto the brothers. Back in and Lenny
flips out of a Fameasser attempt before sending him outside for a beating
from Lodi. Kidman gets planted with a reverse powerbomb (I’ve always
thought that would be a good finisher) and we take a break. Back with
Kidman missing a charge, setting up a sexually suggestive waistlock. A
gutwrench powerbomb gets….HE JUST POWEBOMBED KIDMAN!!!!! I mean, of all
the people that tried, LENNY LANE gets to powerbomb Kidman???

As my mind is trying to comprehend this, Kidman comes back with a
powerbomb of his own for tow. The Bodog gets two more but Lane misses a
cross body and hits the referee. Cue Lodi for a DDT but it has about all
the effect you would expect from a Lodi move. Kidman reverses yet another
powerbomb and loads up the Shooting Star, only to have Lodi come in again
for the DQ.

Rating: C+. This was getting good and that powerbomb thing was actually a
cool moment. I’m sure that’s why the announcers didn’t notice it and just
kept going with the match instead of mentioning how rare it was. Lane is
decent enough in the ring but I have little desire to see him defending
the title against people like Hayashi. It’s just quite the drop in
talent, but the match could be a pleasant surprise.

Mysterio comes out for the save. That would be another team that would be
better than the Windhams.

Here’s the Revolution for a chat. Benoit talks about Sid saying people
need to stand out, so Benoit is ready to step up. Sid is going to have to
beat him to death to take the US Title at Fall Brawl and that means more
than a powerbomb. Saturn challenges Sid for tonight.

This Week In WCW Motorsports.



Coach Buzz Stern gives his four candidates a pep talk and picks Luther
Biggs to be part of his Winners’ Club. Biggs looks like a stoner and
falls on his face on the way to Stern’s side.

Harlem Heat vs. Disorderly Conduct

We get the intros this week because Harlem Heat doesn’t have the belts
coming in after losing them on a live show. Booker wristlocks Mike to
start but they’re quickly into the ropes. Instead it’s off to a
hammerlock followed by the yet to be named Book End and the Ax Kick for
two.

Off to Stevie for a delayed double suplex, but Mike rakes the eyes to get
over for a tag. It seems that WCW has given up on the idea of actually
fighting Smackdown and is content to just let them have Thursday nights.
Another eye rake staggers Ray but a double clothesline doesn’t even put
him down. His double clothesline puts the alliterative pair down though
and it’s the hot tag to Booker T to clean house. The Big Apple Blast
(Hart Attack with a Harlem Side Kick instead of a clothesline) is enough
to pin Tom.

Rating: D. Total squash here which took me back to 1995. Harlem Heat was
a good team but they didn’t need to be going after the belts again here.
I like having Disorderly Conduct around as a jobber team though as they
seem like the kind of team that could possibly score an upset someday but
never had any real chance.

The Windhams run in and are quickly dispatched. After a break, the
Windhams vs. Harlem Heat for the titles again at Fall Brawl is announced.

Scotty Riggs vs. Prince Iaukea

Riggs jumps Iaukea at the bell as Tenay talks about a golf tournament.
Iaukea comes back with a quick enziguri and we’re in a chinlock less than
a minute into the match. Oh yeah this is going to be quick. Back up and
Riggs hits his dropkick before choking in the corner. Another dropkick
and clothesline get two on the Prince before they head outside for even
more dull stuff. Just because you go to the floor it doesn’t make your
match interesting. Back in and Iaukea misses a high cross body, setting



up a Fameasser to give Riggs the fast pin. Thankfully it’s too short to
rate, meaning I didn’t have to be bored for very long.

CALL THE HOTLINE!

Ad for Cat-Bo, a parody of Tae-Bo. This was kind of funny so points for
that.

Here’s the Cat to challenge….Hogan. That goes nowhere so he promises he
can whip Goldberg.

The Cat vs. Goldberg

Miller gets in a superkick with the red shoes. He then gets speared and
Jackhammered for the pin in about thirty seconds. Goldberg has his
original theme back too and it really does work better than Crush Em.

Goldberg vs. Page video.

Hogan vs. Sting video.

Sid Vicious vs. Perry Saturn

Sid mocks Saturn to start but he might just be asking if Saturn wants to
get some cheesecake after the show. Saturn ducks a right hand and low
bridges Sid to the floor but the big man casually punches and chokes him
down. Back up and Saturn scores with three straight superkicks and a
clothesline to send Sid outside. I’m shocked he’s getting in this much
offense. That offense ends though as Sid catches his plancha and drops
Saturn across the barricade to take over for the first time.

Back in and Saturn nails a quick dropkick but the sunset flip is
countered into a chokeslam for….no cover. No word on if that counts as a
win or not but in WCW world it probably gives Sid another three
victories. That’s actually not the worst story in the world but when it’s
at the expense of half the roster, the value takes quite a hit. We hit
the chinlock for a bit until Saturn fights up, only to have his cross
body countered into a World’s Strongest Slam for two. Saturn makes
another comeback and hammers away in the corner, drawing in Steiner for
the DQ.



Rating: D+. Saturn’s offense looked good and I’m actually shocked they
didn’t have Saturn do the clean job here. It’s almost like they’re
protecting the young guys instead of just jobbing them every chance they
can get. I’m sure that’s coming later, but it’s nice to get a breather
from the same stuff over and over again.

Speaking of getting a break, Sid loads up the powerbomb but Malenko comes
in for the save with the TV Title belt. The rest of the Revolution runs
out and cleans house. Notice how WCW makes sure that it takes four young
guys to get rid of two big stars, which means young guys are ganging up
on the old ones and even used a weapon to take them out. This story is
pretty backwards when you think about it. A standoff ends the show.

Overall Rating: D. Well the booking was less frustrating tonight, but my
goodness could they make it any more clear that they’ve just given up on
the Thursday night battle in just a week? Sid vs. Saturn in a five minute
match is the best they can give us for the main event? The matches were
mostly short though and that makes things a bit easier to get through,
but it’s still low level stuff and some of the most boring wrestling I’ve
seen in a long time.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book on
the History of Saturday Night’s Main Event at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00SATPVKW

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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Thunder  –  August  19,  1999:
The Things That Matters
Thunder
Date:  August 19, 1999
Location: Municipal Coliseum, Lubbock, Texas
Attendance: 6,928
Commentators: Mike Tenay, Larry Zbyszko

Despite it being 1999, we’re somehow watching Sid Vicious Championship
Wrestling. This past week on Nitro was all about Sid running in and
ruining as many matches as he could before losing the main event by DQ.
Somehow this means he’s still undefeated before we get to his showdown
with Goldberg to end this streak once and for all. Other than that, we’re
building up to Sting vs. Hogan on Nitro on just seven days notice, as
opposed to their big match which had fifteen months. Sign of the times
indeed. Let’s get to it.

We open with a recap of the new streak (my apologies to RD Evans) which
now stands at 61-0.

Silver King vs. Psychosis

Just have him come out right now. King dives at Psychosis and grabs a
quick DDT to put Psychosis down. He tries the same thing again but gets
caught in the corner, allowing Psychosis to knock him down for a legdrop.
The announcers talking about Sid really doesn’t give me much hope for
this match’s future. King gets sent out to the floor for a suicide dive
but he doesn’t seem to notice all that much. Back in and King plants him
with a tilt-a-whirl slam before stopping to dance. Psychosis avoids a
moonsault and yeah here’s Sid for the DQ.

Rating: D+. Why do I even bother watching these matches if they just
exist for the one main event idea WCW has going on right now? Psychosis
and Silver King are just out there wasting time until Sid comes out to do
his thing. The match didn’t have time to go anywhere but Silver King
wasn’t the best choice to carry a match.
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Sid gets on the mic and says this is all because of Goldberg because he
wants to be mentioned along with Babe Ruth and Michael Jordan. He’s going
to “shake all over” when he reaches Goldberg’s mark. We’re not done with
him tonight are we?

CALL THE HOTLINE!

Al Greene vs. Shane Douglas

So now the Revolution gets to rise up above jobbers who somehow once got
a World Title shot. Feeling out process to start as they trade arm holds
until Greene charges into boots in the corner. Douglas suplexes him down
and slaps on a quickly broken chinlock. They head outside for a bit with
Greene going into the barricade. I’m sure Shane is so glad he stopped
being ECW World Champion to do matches like this one. Back in and we hit
another chinlock as I guess Shane is spent after three minutes of work.
Greene fights up but eats a clothesline, setting up the Pittsburgh Plunge
for the pin.

Rating: D. I’ve never been a fan of Douglas and this really didn’t change
my opinion. I really don’t know why I’m supposed to be cheering for him
in the first place. He popped up and decided he was part of the
Revolution and now he’s on Benoit, Saturn and Malenko’s level? It doesn’t
help that he really isn’t on their level in the ring and is just there as
a talker.

The West Texas Rednecks will have a new video on Nitro.

Here’s Rick Steiner for a chat. Gene says all of the Revolution wants a
shot at the TV Title, but Steiner instead threatens to beat up the
Revolution’s mothers. No one can out smart him (well heels are supposed
to lie) so tonight there’s an open challenge for any member of the
Revolution. Steiner is going to kill one of them isn’t he?

Video on Coach Buzz Stern, which is Glacier in a stupid high school coach
gimmick. He’s really tough you see.

Steven Regal/David Taylor/Chris Adams vs. Dave Burkhead/Bobby
Blaze/Adrian Byrd



Regal takes Burkhead (I’ve never heard of him either) down to start
before bringing Taylor in for a European uppercut and a tag off to Adams.
The Brits are moving fast tonight, likely so Sid doesn’t come in and
powerbomb them all. Adams and Regal cheat like all evil Englishmen before
Chris enziguris Burkhead to the floor. Riveting stuff so far. Regal
peppers him with more uppercuts and allows Dave to tag off to Blaze. We
get the old spot of Blaze trying a sunset flip and Regal grabbing his
partner, only to have Robinson kick the arms apart to give Bobby two.

Taylor beats up Byrd for a bit and the Brits start fast tagging again.
Byrd gets choked on the mat by Regal’s knee as Taylor comes in for even
more uppercuts. No wonder that move became so common. Blaze tries to come
in like the jobber schnook that he is, allowing Byrd to be dragged back
to the corner. The sequence is so good that they do it again on the
floor…..as Rick Steiner and Sid come out to destroy the jobbers.

Rating: C-. I was kidding when I said they were hurrying before Sid came
out! So far, the only thing on this show not related to Sid or Steiner
has been the Al Greene match, or about five minutes of the entire show.
How can they sit through the meetings setting up this show and think this
is the best course of action? I know it’s just a six man squash, but did
they really need to do this again? You know Sid isn’t done tonight
either.

Sid powerbombs everyone and has Robinson count pins, TWICE. Apparently
they represent Goldberg, Hogan and Sting as Sid wants to stand beside
Steiner. This is one of the main stories in WCW right now people. Over in
WWF we were seeing the rise of HHH to the top of the company, but WCW is
offering Sid and Steiner destroying the world.

Berlyn is coming. Sid will powerbomb him too.

Here’s the Revolution with something to say. Douglas takes charge and
asks the fans if they’re ready to see a change in WCW. The people in the
back are shaking in their boots over these guys and it’s time to take
this company back. Saturn promises to beat Steiner tonight and he won’t
even have to bite him to get there.

Cruiserweight Title: Lenny Lane vs. Rey Mysterio Jr.



Rematch from Monday when Sid interfered. Before the match, Mysterio tells
Lenny to tell his boyfriend to ride the Hershey highway all the way back
to the funny farm. I’m stunned that didn’t get the gimmick shelved. A
series of standing switches starts things off and of course Lenny starts
liking it.

Rey hurricanranas him into the ropes and a big suicide dive puts Lenny
into the barricade. Back in and the West Coast Pop is dropkicked out of
the air, followed by a faceplant for two. Lenny hits a shoulder breaker
into a powerslam for two more as Rey is in trouble. Lane is similar to
Disco: talented in the ring but no one can see past the gimmick to see
how good he is. Lenny prances around the ring and gets sunset flipped for
two, only to whip Rey chest first into the buckle.

We go very old school with an airplane spin but Lane is dizzy too. So
he’s not only an over the top stereotype but he’s also stupid. Lane goes
up top but gets staggered and falls backwards into an atomic drop. He
sells it harder than Honky Tonk Man ever dreamed of and backs into
referee Johnny Boone in the corner, freaking Boone out because homophobia
is funny you see.

Lodi comes in right next to the referee because being homophobic also
seems to make you blind. The champ easily dispatches Lodi but stops to
pose on the ropes. A guillotine legdrop sends Lenny to the floor and Lodi
gets drop toeholded into Lenny’s crotch. Back in and Lenny gets two off a
Skull Crushing Finale. He sends Rey into Lodi so they bang heads,
allowing Lenny to roll Rey up for the pin and the title.

Rating: B-. The worst part of this is that it was a good match. Lane was
a good worker but he’s stuck in this horrible and offensive gimmick and
that’s all people are going to remember. I’m so glad Rey finally lost the
title because he never defends the thing and the rest of the division is
just stuck fighting each other for no prize. Good match, but the spot
with the referee was horrible.

The Filthy Animals come out to say “sorry bro. We should have been here
to help you but we were too busy trying to understand Konnan’s
catchphrases.”



Fall Brawl is coming.

Tag Team Titles: Harlem Heat vs. Scott Norton/Horace

Heat is defending of course. Norton shoves Booker around and gets kicked
in the face for his efforts. Arm holds go nowhere so it’s off to Stevie
for a slam on Horace as we take a break. Back with Booker sending Horace
into Norton’s boot and nailing him with the ax kick, only to have Norton
keep him from the corner. The slow pace continues as Norton beats Booker
down with whatever combination of clotheslines and chops he can come up
with. Horace comes back in and breaks up a sunset flip with a rake to the
face before tagging back out. This man is getting a paycheck for this
work people.

The challengers slowly hammer away on Booker as this is starting to drag.
Booker rolls out of Norton’s powerbomb attempt and gets ax handled down
to keep him in trouble. Never the brightest guys in the world, Norton and
Horace try a double clothesline and get forearmed in the head, allowing
for the hot tag to Stevie. Ray cleans house and everything breaks down
with Horace planting Stevie with a side slam and splash, but Nick Patrick
is with the other two. Everyone gets back in and Stevie whips Horace into
Booker’s missile dropkick for the pin.

Rating: D. This was really dull by the end as you knew Horace and Norton
weren’t taking the belts and they didn’t have the most thrilling offense.
Hopefully they’re done with this Harlem Heat vs. the NWO nonsense soon as
it’s a waste of whatever Harlem Heat can do. The match could have been
worse, but it was just such dull stuff.

Berlyn is still coming. Nothing has changed in the last hour.

Here’s the First Family with something to say. Hart wants them to win the
Tag Team Titles and Flynn actually says the First Family needs no
introduction. That would be because no one wants to see them introduced
but that’s another story. Barbarian rambles about something that I can’t
comprehend a single word of and Knobbs/Morrus issue a challenge for the
titles next week.

TV Title: Saturn vs. Rick Steiner



Steiner is defending because WCW lived in a random and chaotic universe.
Rick actually does something worthwhile by telling security to throw out
a fan that tossed a drink at him. Pesky twerp. The champ drives him to
the ropes and hammers away to start and nails a big Steiner Line. It’s
already time for the choking because the right hands and the Steiner Line
are about all he’s got to start.

Saturn ducks another Steiner Line and kicks him to the floor for some
swearing from the champ. Back in and Rick drives him into the corner and
chokes even more because Steiner doesn’t know how to do anything else.
They head outside with Steiner whipping him into the barricade and steps
as we take a break. We really have to come back to this destruction for
the sake of pushing Rick Steiner?

Back with Steiner in control because he’s not going to sell like these
young schmucks. He rakes Saturn’s eyes and DDTs him before putting on
something like a surfboard. Saturn fights up with a neckbreaker and kick
to the face, followed by some right hands to the face. Not that it
matters as Sid comes out to shove Saturn into a belly to belly for the
DQ.

Rating: D. This was a Steiner squash with a thirty second comeback before
Sid came out for the DQ. I’ve ranted enough about WCW sacrificing the
rest of the entire roster for the sake of pushing Sid and Steiner for
whatever reason, so let’s complain about the young guys getting beaten up
by Steiner. Does WCW really think that Steiner is the future of this
company instead of someone like Saturn? I know Saturn isn’t the second
coming of Steve Austin but he’s probably going to be more valuable than
Rick “I can’t do anything more than choke and clothesline” Steiner. At
least he is in a logical mindset, which isn’t where WCW shines.

Benoit comes out for the save and issues a challenge for next week before
the old guys charge and get dispatched. Sid promises to pin both guys
twice next week to end the show.

Overall Rating: D+. The weird thing here was they actually treated
Thunder like something that mattered. We have two matches set up for next
week and a title changed hands. When does that EVER happen on Nitro, let



alone Thunder? Unfortunately the good things here were dragged down by
Sid interfering in literally half the matches. If you get that down to
one match at most and keep having things actually matter on this show
(and I don’t mean a PPV main event match every week. The stuff they had
here was fine), it feels SO much more important and therefore easier to
sit through. Just get rid of Sid though. Please.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book on
the History of the Royal Rumble at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00PZ1GR7E

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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